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INTRODUCTION

Before any primary cable connections are made, the cables should be identified to indicate their phase relationship with the switchgear connections. This is necessary to insure that the connections are made so that motors will rotate in the proper direction, and the phase rotation is the same when tying two different sources of power together.

The following description applies to the installation of a three-conductor lead-sheathed cable with a wiping sleeve cable entrance fitting on the pothead. This is the type most generally used. Instructions for installation of other types are included in the text following:

There are two common methods of making primary cable connections:

(a) Potheads, Figs. 1 and 20 are used when it is desired to hermetically seal the end of the cable to make a moisture proof connection between the cable and the switchgear copper. A pothead also prevents seeping of oil from the end of oil impregnated varnished cambric or paper insulated cable.

(b) Clamp type terminals and wipingsleeve or cable clamp.

In all cases, carefully follow the cable manufacturer's recommendations for installation of the type of cable being used, as well as the instructions contained herein.

INSTALLATION

(a) Remove the wiping sleeve and cut the tapered end at a point where the cable will enter it freely, and file off sharp edges. Temporarily reassemble on the pothead.

(b) Train the cable in front of the pothead allowing it to extend about two inches above the top of the porcelain bushings. Handle with care and avoid sharp bending which might damage the insulation. Mark a point on the lead sheath of the cable about 1-1/2 inch above the bottom of the wiping sleeve.
(c) Remove the pothead from the unit, disassemble the wiping sleeve and slip it and its gasket over the cable as shown in Fig. 4.

(d) Remove the lead sheath from the cable to the point marked in operation "b" as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 proceeding as follows:

First, make a cut around the cable half through the sheath at the reference point. Second, split the sheath lengthwise between the cut and the cable, holding the cutting tool at an angle to the cable radius to avoid damaging the insulation. Third, remove the sheath by catching the split edge with pliers and pulling directly away from the cable axis.

Clean and tin the outside of the lead sheath for about 3 inches and bell out the end of the lead sheath.

(e) Remove the belt and interphase insulation down to within 1-1/2 inches of the lead sheath as shown in Fig. 7. The last few layers should be torn off to avoid damaging the individual conductor insulation. To reinforce and protect the conductor insulation, wrap two layers of half lapped varnished cambric tape over the factory insulation.

(f) Disassemble insulator support plate from pothead body. The insulator should not be removed from the support plate because they are factory assembled for proper compression of their gaskets. Place pothead body over cable and then fan out the conductors into approximately the final position, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The middle conductor should be bowed slightly for final adjustment of length. Avoid sharp bends and damage to the insulation, particularly at the crotch.

(g) For system voltage above 7500 volts it is recommended that stress relief cones be built up when single-conductor or three-conductor shielded cable is used. Construct stress relief cones in accordance with the recommendations of the cable manufacturer. See Fig. 1 for one recommended method. On lower voltage cables, belling out the end of the lead sheath ordinarily provides sufficient stress relief. (Stress cone material will not be furnished with pothead).

(h) Bolt pothead body to metal-clad adapter plate. Shape conductors into final position, then cut off each conductor to fit its terminal.

(i) Remove pothead terminals from insulators. Remove two inches of insulation from the end of each conductor and assemble pothead terminals to cables.

(j) Assemble gaskets where shown in Fig. 1 and bolt insulator support plate and wiping sleeve to pothead body. Compress gaskets by a partial turn on each bolt successively until the gasket is uniformly compressed to dimensions shown in Fig. 1. Check to be sure the terminal studs are seated properly on their gaskets, then screw contact nut in place after assembling top gaskets and washers. See Figs. 9, 10 and 11.
(k) Make a plumber's wiped joint between the wiping sleeve and the lead sheath of the cable, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

(l) Remove the 3/4" filling plug in the pothead body, the pipe plugs in the top of the studs and in the insulator support plate. Insert a stand pipe and funnel in the filling hole of sufficient height to extend above the top of the studs as shown in Fig. 14.

Heat #227 compound to the pouring temperature, 165 C. Do not overheat compound as higher temperatures may injure cable insulation and also result in excessive shrinkage of the compound while cooling. Before and while filling, warm pothead body and stand pipe to prevent sudden chilling of compound which may result in the formation of air voids. The pothead may be warmed by playing a blowtorch over the body, taking care that direct heat reaches the porcelains or gaskets.

Pour until the compound appears at the insulator support plate plug holes. Insert plugs and continue filling until it appears at holes at the top of terminal studs. Insert plugs and continue pouring while the pothead and compound cools to fill air voids which might form.

When the pothead has cooled, remove filling pipe and insert plug. Clean off compound which might have overflowed on the outside of the porcelains.

(m) Assemble pothead connection bars (see Fig. 15), and insulate connections as follows:

(1) Fill all cavities around bolts and nuts with Duxseal compound to form a smooth surface for taping, thus preventing air voids. This compound is not an insulating medium and should not be used for that purpose.

(2) Wrap with insulating tape provided, as shown in Fig. 19, the number of layers depending on the voltage rating of the equipment and the type of tape used. Where there are sharp angles, apply additional layers to obtain the equivalent of the insulation of the flat surfaces.

(3) Over the insulating tape, apply one layer of white cotton tape, half lap, as a binder.

(4) Over the white cotton tape, brush a good coat of G. E. Glyptal* varnish (#1201 Red for 15 KV and #462 Black for 5 KV).

Single-Conductor Potheads

The procedure for installation of single-conductor potheads is in general the same as described for three-conductor potheads. Refer to Fig. 20.

---

*C. E. Glyptal* is a registered trade-mark of General Electric Co.

---

Cable Entrances Other Than Wiping Sleeve

Stuffing box cable entrance fittings, Fig. 16, are used for nonlead-covered cable, and are installed as follows: Assemble stuffing box in pothead. Wrap graphite cord packing around the cable and compress by screwing the gland nut into the stuffing box.

A combination clamping ring and stuffing box is sometimes furnished instead of a wiping sleeve for lead-covered cables. This fitting is installed as follows: Wrap graphite cord packing around cable and compress by screwing gland nut into stuffing box. Bell over lead sheath and notch the edges to expose screw holes. (Note the openings in the fitting below the notches, which permit compound to reach the sheath and seal any splits which might occur while belling over and notching).

Clamp lead sheath with ring and trim off sheath smoothly. Leave about 1-1/2 inch of belt insulation above the clamping ring.

Cable Sheath Grounding

Where three-conductor, lead-sheathed cables are installed, it is advisable to ground the sheath directly to the ground bus in the switchgear. Where single-conductor lead-sheathed cables are used, the same procedure may be followed except that only one end of the cable sheath should be grounded.
TERMINATION NONLEADED CABLE SINGLE-CONDUCTOR

1. Cut cable to proper length.

2. Remove jacket and cable tape for distance of A plus B plus 3 inches, plus length to be inserted into terminal lug.

3. Unwrap shielding tape to point M, cut and solder it in place avoiding excessive heat on insulation. Remove outer semi-conducting tape for same distance. Thoroughly clean surface from which the semi-conducting tape was removed.

4. Remove insulation and inner semi-conducting tape to expose conductor for distance of one inch plus length to be inserted into terminal lug.

5. Attach terminal lug to conductor.

6. Taper insulation for one inch as shown.

7. Apply end seal. Clean surface over which splicing tape is to be applied and coat with G.E. No. A50P68 adhesive cement or equivalent. When solvent evaporates, build up with splicing tape GE8380 or equivalent, as shown.

8. Build stress cone. Clean cable surface and coat with G.E. No. A50P68 adhesive cement or equivalent. When solvent evaporates, build up cone with splicing tape GE8380 or equivalent, for length B plus B. Between points M and P, tape is applied so that wrapped thickness at N is equal to 75% of the original insulation thickness and so that the core tapes are zero thickness at points M and P. Apply one layer No. 33 Scotch tape or equivalent, half lapped. Obtain a smooth wrapping but do not stretch tape more than necessary.

9. Pass a turn of tightly drawn braid around exposed portion of shielding tape at point M and solder in place. Then apply shielding braid in tightly drawn 1/16 inch lap wrappings to point N and spot solder. Terminate the braid by cutting 1/2 inch beyond soldering point. Turn down and solder loose ends to preceding turns. Wrap four to six turns of No. 19 AWG tin covered copper wire around shielding braid and solder. Solder all turns of braid together along three lengthwise lines equally spaced around braided surface.

10. Solder-attach ground strip over shielding tape near cable covering. Cover stress cone with one layer No. 33 Scotch tape, half lapped. Obtain a smooth wrapping but do not stretch tape more than necessary. Add two layers of splicing tape.

11. Pencil jacket for 1/2 inch as shown. Clean surface. The particular care in cleaning outside jacket surface in order to entirely remove black wax finish. Coat with G.E. No. A50P68 adhesive cement or equivalent. Allow to dry. Apply splicing tape GE8380 or equivalent to make moisture seal as shown. This is done by starting wrapping tape near end of jacket and wrapping over ground wires for 1-1/2 inches. Bend ground wires out and back over wrapping just applied and continue applying layers of tape to completion of moisture seal including a complete tape seal in crotch formed between the three conductors. Bend and ground the ground wires.

For a multi-conductor cable not having ground wires, the individual terminations should have grounding strips applied as for a single-conductor termination. These grounding strips are to be joined together to a common ground. This common ground must then be grounded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rated kv Phase to Phase</th>
<th>Dimensions in Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoors Dry Locations</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. 19** Insulation of Connection Bars

**Fig. 20** Single-Conductor Pothead Assembly
WHEN YOU NEED SERVICE

IF YOU NEED TO REPAIR, recondition, or rebuild any electric apparatus, a G-E service shop near you is available day and night, seven days a week, for work in the shops or on your premises. Latest factory methods and genuine G-E renewal parts are used to maintain the original performance of your G-E equipment. For full information about these services, contact the nearest service shop or sales office listed below:

APPARATUS SALES OFFICES

Allentown, Pa. 672-676 E. Highland St.
Appleton, Wis. 715 S. Brown Ave.
Baltimore, Md. 3906 E. Federal St.
Boston 55, Mass. 1111 Boylston St.
Chicago, Ill. 444 E. Grand Ave.
Cleveland 3, Ohio. 4966 Woodland Ave.
Columbus 23, Ohio. 2128 Eakin Rd.
Corpus Christi, Texas 115 N. Houston St.
Dallas 19, Texas. 3210 Manor Way

APPARATUS SERVICE SHOPS

Allentown, Pa. 418 Rosser Ave.
Albany 7, N.Y. 502 6th Ave.
Amarillo, Texas. 307 W. 6th St.
Chicago, Ill. 307 W. 6th St.
Cleveland 4, Ohio 9466 Woodland Ave.
Columbus 23, Ohio. 2128 Eakin Rd.
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